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DWARD ALBERT married Mrs Butter a month after
the decree was made absolute. They were married in a
Registry Office and Pip and Millie were witnesses. She
would not be married in church. " That wouldn't be right,"
she said. " Not for us two. Pve been married in church before
thank you.**
And with this the frank record of our sample's sex life
comes to an end.   Edward Albert Tewler had grown up by
this time and arrived at man's estate, and henceforth there
was no more essential change for him in these matters.
Many little things happened, they continue to happen to this
day, in his sexual reactions, but they marked nothing novel
in the rhythms of his being. His fundamental curiosities were
allayed, and if he peeped now he peeped for satisfaction and
not for knowledge. He had his flirtatious and knowing moments,
he would smirk at anything attractively feminine, but hence-
forth his passions were on the whole satisfactorily assuaged.
He allowed himself to forget many phases in his development
that we have been able to recall.   He hated the memory
of Evangeline, but with a diminishing bitterness.  She was
a bad woman and he had got rid of her. His bitterer humi-
liations passed out of his memory except now and then in a
dream.   He  reshaped  his private  autobiography until it
seemed almost that Evangeline had divorced him.  He had
seen through her and got rid of her because he had fallen in
love with a better woman.
By imperceptible degrees the simpler, stronger mind of
the new Mrs Tewler came to dominate the general form of
his life. It was she who broached the idea of going right out
ofLondon to live in the country. It was all very well, she said,
to live in London if you were in society or business or anything
like that, but why should they ? They CQuld live in some
pleasant place, near the sea for instance, near some town but

